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REGAL

23 OBX

CREATE MEMORIES
ANYWHERE.
You’ve been waiting for the day that luxury performance and outboard
versatility merge into one. Well, here it is... Regal’s all-new 23 OBX, an exclusive
blend of comfort and functionality that meets the needs of the entire family.
Combining the luxury and innovation Regal is known for and the flexibility
of outboard power provide you the freedom to bring the entire family on
whatever adventure you embark on.

23 OBX FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
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LENGTH

FUEL CAPACITY

23’ 2”

73 Gallons

7.1 M

276.3 L

BEAM

DRY WEIGHT

8’ 6”

3,900 Lbs

2.6 M

1,769 Kgs

DEADRISE

MAX CAPACITY

20º

12
CE 10

1 | Full-Length Wraparound Swim Platform: The
23 OBX features a low-to-the-water swim platform
that wraps completely around the outboard making
it easier to enjoy the days activities on the water.
2 | Social Seating: The multi-position backrest
gives you the functionality of a bucket seat, yet
converts quickly to an arena seat to maximize
cockpit seating.
3 | Most In-Class Storage: We designed every
inch of this Regal with maximum capacity and
expansive storage space under almost every seat.
4 | Transom Bench Seating: Spanning the full width
of the transom the 23’s bench seat provides flexibility
for socializing with those in the water and with a flip
of a seat, doubles as a transom walk-thru.
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23 OBX FEATURES
1 | Oversized Bow Seating: Enjoy more room to
stretch out and soak up the sun.

2 | Premium Helm: Hand-wrapped, hand-stitched
vinyl meets chrome and stainless steel trim to
please the hand and eye.
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Standard Garmin GPS 7607: Peace of mind when
boating in unfamiliar waters and integration of wifi
connectivity to your mobile device is standard on
the Regal 23 OBX with the Garmin GPS 7607

3 | FasTrac Hull Design: Independent studies
show that the FasTrac hull allows for up to 26%
faster speeds and up to 30% better fuel efficiency
than competitors of similar length and horsepower.
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Deep V Hull: The Regal 23 OBX features a
Deep-V hull design for a more comfortable and
smooth ride whether in smooth or choppy water.

4 | PowerTower: Low bridges, high and dry storage,
boathouses, and towing are all taken care of with a
push of a button - only on a Regal.

5 | Dedicated Cooler: Keep your drinks cold in the
23’s dedicated cooler which is neatly stored under
the transom bench seat.
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